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Chapter 2269
Phew~ The cold wind is blowing, and the endless leaves are blowing.

The water of Trivan Lake was also rippling endlessly under that cold wind.

Outside the The Twinfill, as time goes by, more and more people gather here.

The personnel Ferguson Wu recruited, like a sea of   rivers, gathered madly towards
this place.

“Mr. Chu, the days of your dominance are over!” “No one is good for a thousand days,
no flowers are not red for a hundred days.”

“The Emperor of the Earth who has been sitting for so long, you should also be content.”

“Today, it is. You Mark, when you are completely down!” Ferguson Wu’s brows were full
of prestige, and his icy words echoed here.

Then, Ferguson Wu raised his hand and gave an order to the armed police behind him.

“Everyone, listen to my orders.”

“Shoot Mark and his comrades in one swoop!” “If there is resistance, shoot it on the
spot!” Wow~ As Ferguson Wu’s words fell, thousands of people, fully armed, It was like
a tide, rushing towards the direction where Mark and others were.

As Ferguson Wu officially started, Mark’s eyebrows gradually became colder.

Until the end, the forest is like ice!

In that way, it is like a peerless swordsman before drawing the sword. In the next second,
the sword will come out and die!

However, just when everyone thought that a massacre was coming.

Who could have thought that in the distance, there would be a car sound again.



I saw that at the end of the Tianhe, there were a number of red-flag cars with Beijing
brand, dashing forward without fear of all obstruction and prohibition signs.

The speed is fast, like a sword, cutting through the void and crossing the earth.

The low roar is more like the roar of a wild beast.

Shaking this half of the sky!

“Huh?” “What’s the matter?” “Who is so brave to control the road section, and dare to
trespass.”

“I don’t want to live anymore…”

The sudden roar made Ferguson Wu extremely angry.

However, when he shouted angrily and was about to let his subordinates catch all the
intruders, he turned his head and saw the license plate of the leading vehicle.

Jing a0002!

Boom~ Like a thunderbolt, Ferguson Wu was stunned when he saw the license plate,
almost staring out his eyes.

“This this…

Chapter 2270
Even when Lu Cangqiong came just now, he didn’t make them so gaffe.

This is normal!

After all, no matter how great Lu Cangqiong was, it would still be the glory it once was.

Today, Lu Cangqiong has retired, he has no real power in his hands, and only prestige
is left.

But Li Hongze is different. This person is at the peak of the Spring and Autumn Period.
One word can decide the future of He Lanshan and others, and one word can make one
party tremble.

Now that such giants descend in Wrilfill from the sky, how can He Lanshan and the
others not be surprised?

How can you be disrespectful?

So, almost instantly, He Lanshan and Ferguson Wu ran up quickly.



Then, in the most respectful tone and the most humble gesture, he welcomed Li
Hongze.

However, the two of them had just walked up and had not said what they said. Who
would have thought that Li Hongze would slap them aside as if he hadn’t seen them.

Ferguson Wu staggered, tripped over the steps, and squatted directly on the ground.

Ferguson Wu and He Lanshan were dumbfounded.

What is the situation in mind?

I haven’t said this yet, just like a dog and pushed it aside?

When other people saw the scene before them, they were also surprised, confused and
completely lost in their heads.

It stands to reason that Ferguson Wu and He Lanshan stepped forward to greet them
when the superiors inspected. This is logical.

But who would have thought that people would ignore them and push them away?

Just as everyone was trying to figure out Li Hongze’s intentions, Lu Cangqiong, who had
been silent for a while, walked over and smiled pleasantly: “Hong Ze, why are you here
too?” “Could it be for my grandson.. .

“The status of the person in front of them is far above their Lu family. Naturally, Lu
Cangqiong didn’t dare to put the shelf too high, and smiled friendly. However, facing Lu
Cangqiong, Li Hongze and his party still seemed to have not seen it. , The old man Lu
Cangqiong actually pulled aside, and then headed straight ahead. Finally, this group of
people came to Mark! Li Hongze raised his head, expressionless, and asked Mark in a
deep voice: “You are Mark?

That Noirfork Zun, Mr. Chu?

“If it is an ordinary person, hearing Li Hongze speaking in such a tone, it is estimated
that he would have been so scared that he could not stand still. But Mark is still calm,
and there is no wave in his eyes. It is like standing in front of him at this time. These
people are indistinguishable from the crowds of people watching in the distance. After a
moment of indulgence, Mark replied calmly: “It’s me.

When Li Hongze heard the words, he nodded and said: “Well, you are worthy of the
person who is in the eyes of the God of War, with thunder in your chest and a Pinghu
face. It is your temperament that you can worship the general!

Li Hongze chuckled, and the color behind suddenly became deep and serious. The next
moment, the majestic man before him took out a red-headed document from his arms
and read it out in public. The majestic voice, Like Hong Lei, sweeping across the world.



“Today, there is Mark, a scholar of the country. Although he was young, he has the
power of the country.

“Even though he was born ordinary, he has supernatural power!”

“Such young heroes are the source of luck in the summer.”

“Hereby, Mark is designated as the seventh god of the Pillar Kingdom in the Summer,
and he is listed in the Hall of Valkyrie.”

“Title, Wushuang!”

“Today’s gift:” “The peerless Tianjiao will be forever, and the endless blue moon will be
bright.”

“Mr. Chu, Tianjiao Wushuang too!”

“
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